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Psychological zero hypothesis: there is no ozone 

gap at all in outer atmosphere of globe. And 

cognitions of people who proclaim that in 

Germany and that still perpetuatingly, rather 

seem deficient, disturbed and derealizing, if not 

joking. 
 

Times ago scientists already had discussed increase of 

temperature of space also related to Vega approach hypothesis 

of milky-way, already. 

That re-united German ozone phantasm, combined with a 

carbonic-acid or carbonated fizzy  phantasm in sparkling waters, 

also psychologically leads to severe derealizations, neglecting 

“Ozon-Loch” to be any gap, or geological depression.  

But there is not any lack of ozone in outer atmosphere, (behalve 

that phantasm for “lack” in German sailor’s common sense of 

“Leck”, “Loch”, “gap” etc.).  

 

Yet there is “ozone Loch” like in valleys, industrial areas etc., 

well known to at least Western German t.v.-alarms on ozone 

during the 1970ies...80ies. The ozone phantasm seems to follow 

those nazi definitions from German tyrants’ times and 

geographical atlasses and even lexica from times of cold war in 

Western-Germany. 

 

Taken L. Wittgenstein hypothesis “Der Sinn ist 

Unsinn” (the sense is nonsense) as a kind of 

Popper (general) naught-hypothesis, there can 

occur further hypotheses:  
 

Psychologically deficient or derealizing or disturbed people 

claim as “zero-hypothesis”: there is no sun-ray modulation in 

helium in outer atmosphere of earth, because there to be ozone, 

and sir Raman’s theory on frequency-modulation (Nobel price, 

1912)  of rays only occurs in molecular grids or structures.  

 

If one took seriously that ozone-gap nonsense concerning outer 

atmosphere, proclaimed even by German democratic authorities 

and environmentally concerned ecological college programmes, 

(ecological engeneering in internet), what arguments could one 

find to falsify that to a normal thinking scientist obvious 

nonsense or take it a joke ? 

A rational alternative-hypothesis (1) against the ozone-gap 

nonsense: there is an increase of helium (He) in outer 

atmosphere of globe since beginnings of earth-gas exploitation 

(at about 8% existing in earth-gas-cavernes normally). Helium as 

precious gas attaches no molecular structures, thus cannot burn, 

when other earth gases burn.  

And: Temperature increases on earth by sun-ray frequency 

modulation in helium. (Effecting burning-glass alike burn points 

on maple leafs for exmpl. etc. mistaken in northern Germany as 

wood damages by lice or bacteria etc., when alike maple leafs in 

the early year only on the upper side of leafs those “black 

points” occur and every empirically experienced logic had taught 

us, lice e.g. would rather “settle” underneath those leafs, 

exepting flying lice in the late year).  

And helium in outer earth atmosphere in relation to the increase 

(augmentation) having left prospecting caverns in earth shelves, 

reaches, outer atmosphere, Archimedes tells us pressure of earth 

shelves on magma to be heavier, when leaving oil, gaz and He 

with consequence of less buoyancy of most northern hemisphere 

earth shelves.  

1.1. outer atmospherical helium (He) increase densifies and 

could lead to frequency modulation of sun rays with warming up 

effects on earth. Helium increase and Rutherford-ionization of 

He (a.o. after reactor explosions) combine, (α < 0,001). 

1.2. Ionization of He by betatron (college experiment on velocity 

of light, Abendgymnasium Kempen, at British-Rhine, April, 

1972) seem to produce vagabounding electrons which match to 

no other molecular structures, (α < 0,001), with uncontrolled 

multiple reactions, ball-chain rather than circular-chain 

reactions., which bundle modulating normal sun rays upto hard 

rays. 

 

When getting knowledge on psychological field-

theory by Kurt Lewin and with look at his 

“topology” of personnality, there could come at 

the first glance or later the idea of baroc Paris 

Cassini curves, also, if topologics of Giovanni 

Domenico Cassini (discoverer of Saturn rings) 

were applied to metereologic events, spherically-

trigonometrically, (probably asides the Abel 

integra).  What could that mean, here and now in 

our times ? (Impossible cubification of globe). 
 

After Felix Baumgartner spectacularly “fell on earth” *) by 

space-capsule on parachute, New Mexico, USA, autumn 2012, 

he had had reached a “highth” of about 36 km distant from earth, 

were helium logically surrounds earth. His balloon had been 

filled according to worldwide news with helium. Asides a rather 

knickerbocker question, who would take away that balloon waste 

left behind in outer atmosphere, one could remark objectively: 

around rather cold and already partly frosty Northern Europe had 

been summerheat about a week after that parachute manoeuvre. 

 

If one took for one focus of inner Cassini curves 

the region about New Mexico and Texas, where 

earth-gas since tenths (decennia) of years is steadily burning 

according to worldwide news, and about 8% of helium drifting 

into outer atmosphere, helium logically not burning in classical 

sense by molecular changes, excepting Rutherford ionization, 

and this unexpected northern European warmth 

reagionally for the other inner focus of Cassini 

curves, the climate problem were to be seen in 

those to outer atmosphere drifting helium, 

worldwide: Both of Cassini`s inner circles 

surrounded by a (medieval) Giordano Bruno 

infinite sign alike curve, if were considered 

spherically vectorielly, seem to describe the weather 

variety of sudden high metereological pression in 

northern Europe and after depression around northern 

USA and Caribic states, dristributing in time supposingly 

to those outer Cassini (ellipsoide) curves (fig.), c.f. also 

“loxodromic transformation” in mathematics and 

turbulences after water-falls experiences in canoeing: 

 

Ergo: HELIUM CONTROL !!! 
 

Footnote: *) psychologically reminding a cine-film by David 

Bowie: “The man who fell on earth”, (~ 1976/77). 
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